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SIItaILAW SYSTEMS AND DI%IEXSIBNl$LP,YINVARIAKT LA\VEi*
R. DUNCAN LUCE1
The Iristitute for Achanced Study, Prif~ceton
Plsi~igH. Whitney's algebra of physical quantities and his definition of a similarity
transformation, a family of similar systems (R. L. Causey [3] and [4]) is any maximal
collection of subsets of a Cartesian product of dimensions for which every pair of subsets is related by a similarity transformation. We show that such fanlilies are characterized by dimensionally invariant laws (in Whitney's sense, [lo], not Causey's).
Dimensional constants play a crucial role in the formulation of such laws. They are
represented as a functioil g, known as a system measure, from the family into a
celtain Cartesian product of dimensions and having the property g 4 = 4.g for every
similarity 4. Tine dimensions involved i n g are related to the family by means of certain
stability groups of similarities. A one-to-one system measure is a proportional representing function, which plays an analogous role in Causey's theory, but not conversely.
The present results simplify and clarify those of Causcy.

2. Instrodnction. Dimensional analysis rests upon the assunlption that most, iT not
all, physical laws can be stated in terias of di~nensionallyinvariant equations.
Althougl~this notion is defined later (Def. 2), perhaps a simple example of dimensional methods is not amiss. Consider a projectile of mass m (and dimension M)
fired at .iclocity 21 (dimension LT-I) at an angle u to the ground. Neglecting air
resistance, at what distance d (dimension L) will it return to the ground. A key
variable in the problem is the force of gravity g (dimension LTe2).So, wc anticipate
some function F such that d = F(m, 11, a, g), and if we require that F not change
when wc alter the units of these variables (which, roughly, is what we mean by
dimensionaliy invariant), it is not dificult to show that thc only possibility is
d = 42j2/g)6(a),where G is an unspecified function. Note that this equation, like all
consistent: on the left the clilnension is L and on the
physical laws, is clirne~~sioilally
right it is E2T-2L-1T"
L.
All of this is so familiar as to seem banal. Yet the question as to what dimensional
i~nvarial~ce
really means qualitatively and why we should assume that numerical
physical laws exhibit it has never been fully answered. Some of the dificulty stems
from the fact that dimensional invariance, as it is usually stated, is a feature of

* Received April.

1970.
In working out these ideas, I have benefited greatly from several conversations and an
extended correspondence with Robert Causey. He pointed out ddifilculties and ambiguities with
my earlier formulations, and he has aided greatly in my understanding of the issues. I believe
that he agrees that the present theorems are correct, but we have never been able to reach
complete agreement as to their relation to his results. I also wish to thank a referee for a number
of useful comments which helped to clarify the exact relation of this uork to Causey's and
eliminated an error.
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numerical functions, and so there is a temptation to formulate an answer within
that domain. Since, however, the claim is about physical laws, not about mathematics, it seems much more pertinent to discover exactly what kinds of qualitative,
observable statements can be restated as dimensionally invariant numerical laws.
A successful attack in this direction should go a long way to clarifying just what we
mean by a physical law.
The idea of finding a qualitative equivalent to dimensionally invariant laws was
suggested by Tolman [8], but the qualitative concepts remained elusive in his work.
Recently, Causey [3, 41 made an important contribution to clarifying Tolman's
notion of physically similar systems; however, he left the problem incompletely
resolved and, as 1 discuss in Section 7, apparently his definition of dimensional
invariance is not the standard one. Nonetheless, it should be realized that Causey
was the first to take a truly major step in understanding just what qualitative
assumptions underlie the existence of dimensionally invariant laws. His general
approach and much of his formulation is accepted in this paper, which has as its
goal the clarification and improvement of his results.
2. Physical Quantities. In formulating dimensional analysis, either of two somewhat different approaches can be taken. We can begin with a real n~ultiplicative
vector space, where a fixed set of coordinates are identified with the basic dimensions (e.g. mass, length, and time in dynamics) and other dimensions are products
of powers of these basic ones. Thus, the dependence of a set of dimensions on the
base dimensions can be described by the matrix of exponents. This tack, which is
rather close to the way physicists work, has rather severe drawbacks from our point
of view. One is purely notational: it can be tricky to keep track of a given dimension
as it appears in different matrices. The other is deeper: if we are trying to find out
the qualitative meaning of numerical laws, it is not especially helpful to have our
basic language inherently numerical. Causey used this latter approach. Despite his
skill in handling it, I, at least, have found it confusing (see Section 7).
The alternative is to axiomatize, as a primitive, the notion of physical quantity.
As you would expect, the axiomatization leads to something much like a vector
space, but it has many advantages for formulating dimensional analysis. Among
the attempts at such an axiomatization are: Brand [I], Drobot [5], Kurth [6],
Quade [7], Thun [9], Whitney [lo]. Of these, I think that Whitney's is the most
satisfactory.
The key ideas are these. First expressions referring to physical quantities, such as
those that refer to particular masses, are primitives of the system; they are not
numbers in somebody's representation of mass, length, duration, etc. For example,
the standard masses of a pan balance are useful physical quantities, and the numerals
printed on them need only serve to identify them. Nonetheless, there is a key
numerical idea involved, namely, that two physical quantities having the same
dimension can be said to differ by a (dimensionless) numerical ratio. This is an
invariant of the quantities and has nothing to do with any particular additive
numerical representation of them. So the axiomatization should capture this inherent numerical feature without, however, supposing that the quantities are re-
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presented numerically, as is done when we suppose they are described as points in a
real vector space. Second, two physical quantities of digerent dimensions can be
composed "multiplicatively" to form a new physical quantity. We use '*' to denote
this operation. An object can be given a velocity, in which case there is associated
with it a dimension of the form mass * velocity. So, of course, is mass * velocity r
velocity. The former has something to do with momentum; the latter, with kinetic
energy. Clearly, we sometimes want to compose dimensions with themselves.
Indeed, at a minimum we want to formulate rational powers of dimensions, which
we can do without difficulty. Although apparently not needed for classical physics,
sonle results seem to be simpler to state if, at the onset, we include the possibility of
irrational powers. This requires an additional primitive. Finally, although it is
convenient to have both positive and negative physical quantities, it is important to
be able to distinguish between them.
In what follo~vs,let 'Re' denote the real numbers and 'Re+' the positive reals.
DEFINITION I. (kVhitney) Suppose that A is a nonmzpty set, A+ a nonempty subset
ofA, * a closed operntionfiom '4 x A into A, and O ajknctionfrom A x Re into A.
Then (A, A", *, O) is a structure of physical quantities if, for all a, b EA and a,
B E Re,
(Relation to real numbers)
1. Re c A.
2. Re A + = Re+.
3. a * p = ap".
4. @(a, p) = aB.

n

(Properties of multiplication)
5. + is associatioe and cornmutatir$e,
6. 1 * a = aaizdO*a = 0.
(Properties of A +)
7. a , b ~ A "i m p l i e s a * b ~ A + .
8. Tf a # 0, then exactly one of a aild (- 1) s a E A + ,
(Properties of powers)
9. @(a,I) = a and @(a,0) = 1.
lo. @(a* b, a) = @(a,a) * @(b,a).
11. @(a,a + p) = @(a,a) * @(a,p").
12. @[@(a,a), P] = @(a,up).
Because of the assumptions we have made about @, it is clearly reasonable to
write na for @(a,a), and we do so.
For any a # 0,define
[a] = {a+alct€Re) and [a].'

=

[a]nA+.

Note that we cnn interpret [a] as the dimension of n since it includes all of the
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physical quantities generated from a simply by multiplying it by a (dimensionless)
real number. On the set of these dimensions we can define
[a]+ [b] = [a * b] and

[a]a = [au].

]It can be shown that both definitions are well defined, and Whitney has show11 that
under the assumptions of Def. 1, the resulting structure is a multiplicative vector
space over the reals, with [ I ] = Re the identity and [a]-l the inverse of [a].Thus,
the usual notions of span, independence, and base are defined in the vector space
and have their immediate analogues in the structure of physical quantities. When a
base exists, we say that the structure is ofjinite dimension. It is not difficult to show
that a,,. . . , a,, E A+ form a base of a structure iff for every a E A, a # 0, there
exist unique cr, and p,, . . . , p, E Re such that
Moreover, the pi depend only on [a]not on a.
In a finite dimensional structure, a sinzilarity 4 is any function of A into A with
the following property. For ai in the base, there exists $iE Re+ such that if a is of
the form given in Eq. 1, then

(21

#(a) =

(JJL

#ipi)* a.

3. DimensionalBy In~ariarrtFonctions. &F7ithiuthe above framework, a dimensionaIIy
invariant function is defined as follows, which corresponds to the usual definition in
vector space notation.

DEFINITION 2. Suppose that ( A , A +,K, O) is a jinite di~zensionalstructure of
physical quantities and that P,, i = 1,. . .s, are positive dimensions (i.e. of the form
[a] A+) iiz the structure. A functionS from X;= ,P, into Re is called dimensionally
invariant zf, for all p, E P,,
f b * , . . .,PSI = 0
is equivalent to: for all similarities

4,

Although we do not need it in the rest of the paper, for completeness wc include
Whitney's version of the working basis of dimensional analysis: Buckingham's
classical n-Theorem, [2].
THEOREM 1. Suppose thut ( A , A ,+, O) is afinite dimensional structure of physical
quantities, that Pt, i = 1,. . , s, are positive dimerzsions which are indexed so that the
first r < sform a maxin~alindependent subset of the subspace spanned by the P,, and
t h a t 8 X:=, P, -+Re is a dimensionally invariant function. Then there exists a realvalued function F on ReS-' and p,, E Re, i = r + I , . . . , s, j = 1 , . . . , r, such that
for all p, E P,,

.

+
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are real numbers and

Conversely, any function of the v's is dimensiorlally invariant.
Our task is to find a formulation of dimensionally invariant functions that goes
in the opposite direction from the v-Theorem, one that gets away from numerical
functions and states something about observables.
4. Families of Similar Systems and Their Stability Groups. The key idea, suggested
by Tolinan and made precise by Causey, is that of (physically) similar systems. To
get at this we need the notion of a configuration2 of a system, which intuitively is
simply a listing of the observable physical quantities that characterize the system
at the time of observation. To use Causey's example, consider a spring. If we apply
a force to it then we observe two physical quantities, the applied force and the
length of the spring. That particular combination of force and length is one configuration of the spring. If we apply a different force, we obtain a different length,
and that is another configuration of the system. By force and length are meant
physical quantities, not numerical representations of them.
Generalizing, we may suppose that a physical system is specified in terms of some
r positive physical dimensions P I , . . . ,Fr, from which we can generate a finite
dimensional substructure of the structure of all physical quantities. Let P = X:=, Pi.
A configuration of the system is some point p E P, where we simultaneously observe
the system has the values pi on dimensions Pi, i = 1, . . . , r. The set of all possible
configurations of a particular system forms a subset S of P. We shall speak of the
system and its set of possible configurations interchangeably.
We say that two systems (subsets) S and S' of P are similar if and only if there
exists a similarity 4 such that

S' = $(S)

=

{p' I there exist p E S such that y'

=

$(p)}

where by $ ( p ) we simply mean that if p = (p,, . . . ,p,), then $ ( p ) = (+(p,), . . . ,
cp(pr)). Since, as is easily shown, the class of all similarities forms an abelian group,
being similar is an equivalence relation. One equivalence class of this relation, i.e.
the set S of all sets similar to a given set, is called a family of similar systems.
A salient fact about a family of similar systems is the set of similarities that do not
alter any of its members. We call this the stability group of S and define it as:
SG(S)

=

{$ / for all S E S, $(S)

=

S}.

Causey used the term 'state' for what I have called 'configuration'. As P. Suppes pointed out
to me, this use of state sometimes conflicts with conventional physical usage. For example, in a
dynamical system of classical particles, physicists say that the state of the system at any time is
given by the location and velocity of each of the particles. If we are attempting to formulate
Newton's second law, then a configuration of the system would consist of the force acting on
and the acceleration of each of the particles. Calling this the state of the system would only
generate confusion.
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It should be noted that to show $ E SG(S) it is sufficientto show $(S) = S for some
S E S because for any other S' E S we can find a similarity (b such that S' = (b(S)
and since similarities are commutative,

5. System Measures and Numerical Laws. Physical systems are not usually described
just in terms of their observable configurations. Various dimensional constants play
a role. Some of these are so-called universal constants, such as the gravitational
constant, whereas others depend only on the system. For example, in a spring that
satisfies Hooke's law, the usual formulation is that there is associated with each
spring a constant k (with dimensions MT-2) such that if F is a numerical measure
of force and l a numerical measure of length, k can be chosen so that all physically
realizable combinations of P and 1 satisfy F = kl. Presumably, however, the
numerical measures have nothing to do with the matter. The essence of the statement is that if S is the set of configurations of the spring, there is a point g(S) in
some dimension Q that somehow captures something about the spring. Indeed,
only by finding this assignment of a quantity to the spring are we able to formulate
the usual physical law for all springs satisfying Hooke's law.
It seems intuitively clear, however, that knowing all of the systems that are
similar must, to a considerable degree, limit both our choice of Q and of the
possible functions g. For example, suppose S is (the set of configurations of) a
spring and g(S) is its spring constant. Let y5 be a similarity. Then (b(S) is a realizable
spring-the ratio of forces is (b,y5,(b,-2
and of lengths is +,-and it has the spring
constant

g[+(S)l = A S ) ( b M ( b ~ - =
~ (b[g(S)I,
i.e. g(b = y5g. This appears to be the basic property of derived system measures; our
evidence for this statement is Theorem 2.
As a result, we make the following definition. Suppose that S is a family of
similar systems and Q,, . . . , Q, are positive dimensions. A function g from S into
Q = Xi=,
Q3 is called a system measure of S iff for all similarities (6, g# = gig.
Again the notion of a stability group plays a role. We define
SG(Q) = {* I for all q E Q, *(q) = q).
As with SG(S), to show $ E SG(Q) it is sufficient to show $(q) = q for some q E Q.
As was noted, system measures seem to play an essential role in formulating.
numerical laws to describe families of systems. In fact, they appear to enter in the
following way. Suppose S is a family of similar systems defined in P, that g is a
function from S into Q, and that f is a real-valued function on P x Q. We then say
S satisfies the law (f,g) iff for all p E P and q E Q,
f(p, q)

=

0 iff there is some S E S for which y

E

S and g(S) = q.

Such a law is said to be dimensionally invariant iff f is a dimensionally invariant
function in the sense of Def. 2. Note that we have formulated the statement that S
satisfies a law (f,g) without requiring g to be a system measure, although we
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anticipate that the two should have something to do with one another. Theorem 2
shows this to be so.
In the discussion so far we have assumed that the relevant products of dimensions, P and Q, were given. When we begin with a dimensionally invariant function,
we must find them; Theorem 1 suggests a natural way. Suppose that f from
X;=, P, -+ Re is a dimensionally invariant function. Choose the indices so that the
first r dimensions form a maximal independent subset of the space spanned by all
s P,. We then set P = X:= Pi and Q = X;=,+,Pa.
Iff is any real-valued function on P x Q, then for each q G Q we may define a set
S, as follows:

,

Relative to P and Q, let Sfdenote the collection of all nonempty S,. In general Sf
is not a family of similar systems, but it is when f is dimensionally invariant. For if
4 is a similarity, then

and so any two members of Sf are related by a similarity transformation.
6 . The Principal Results.

T H E O R E M 2. Suppose that S is afarnily ofsi~nilarsystems definedover P = X i = P,,
where PI, . . . , P,are positive dinzensions; that Q,, . . . , Qt are positive dimensions of
the structure spanned by P I , . . . ,P,; and let Q = XYzl Qi. The following three
properties are equivalent:
(i) There exists a system measure g from S irzto Q.
(ii) There exists a function f from I? x Q into Re and a function g from S into Q
such that S satisfies the din~ensionallyinvariant law ( f , g).
(iii) SG(S) c SG(Q).
Assuming the above properties, the followi~gthree properties are equivalent:

(iv) The system measure g is one-to-one.
(v) Sf = S.
(vi) SG(S) 2 SG(Q).

-

Uniqueness. Suppose that g is a system measure into Q, then g' is a system nzeasure
into Q ifS there exists a sinzilarity 4 such that g' = +g. Ifg' = +g andf'(p, q) f
[4(p), q ] , then S satisfies the dimensionally invariant law ( f , g ) z j f S satisfies he
dimensionally invariant law ( f , g').
Proof. (i) implies (ii). Assume g is a system measure and define f as follows:
0 if there exists S E S such that p E S and g(S) = q,

1 otherwise.
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By definition, S satisfies the law (f,g). We show that f is dimensionally invariant.
If is a similarity, then +(p)E +(S) E S and, by definition, g+(S) = +g(S) = +(q),
and so

+

(ii) implies (iii). Suppose # E SG(S) and consider any S E S. I f p E S and g(S) = q,
then f(p, q) = 0 and, by dimensional invariance, f [#(p), #(q)] = 0. So, by definition, there exists S' such that #(p) E S' and g(S') = $(q). Since $(S) = S, it
follows that S c S'. The converse argument implies S' = S and so

proving # E SG(Q).
(iii) implies (i). Select any q E Q and any SoE S. For S E S, there exists a similarity such that S = +(So). Define g by g(S) = +(q). First, we show that g is
a function:

+

S = S' implies +(So) = +'(So)
implies
+' E SG(S) c SG(Q) (by iii)
implies +(q) = +'(q)
implies g(S) = g(S').

Second, we show g$

=

#g:

(iv) implies (v). First, suppose S E S. Since S satisfies the law (f,g), it follows that
S c S,,,,. Suppose p E S,,,, - S, then there exists S' E S such that p E S' and
g(S') = g(S). Since g is 1: 1, S' = S, so S = S,,,, E Sf. Conversely, suppose
SqE Sf, then for p E Sqthere exists S E S such that p E S and f [p, g(S)] = 0. Since
g is 1: 1, this implies S, c S. Of course, S c Sq, and so S, E S.
(v) implies (vi). Since S = Sf, for any S ES there exists q E Q such that S = S,.
If # E SG(Q), then since f is dimensionally invariant,

and so # E SG(S).
(vi) implies (iv). Observe,
g(S)

=

ids') implies &(So) = g$'(So)
implies +g(So) = +'g(So)
implies +-I+' E SG(Q) c SG(S)
implies S = +(So) = +'(So) = S',

and so g is one-to-one.
Uniqueness. Suppose g is a system measure and g' = 4g. Then
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Next, suppose g and g' are both system measures. Let q = g(So) and q' = g1(S,),
and let 4 be any similarity such that q' = +(q). Since if S E S, S = $(So),

Finally, suppose g' = 4g and f'(p, q) = f [+(p), q], then S satisfies the dimensionally invariant law (f,g)
iff (there exists p E S E S iff'f [p, g(S)] = 0)
iff (there exists p E S E S iff f [+(p), &(S)] = 0)
iff {there exists p E S E S iff f [p, gl(S)] =: 8)
iff S satisfies the dimensionally invariant law ( f ',g').

Q.E.D.

Theorem 2 shows equivalent ways of saying that S satisfies a dimensionally invariant law, but it does not answer the question we are really interested in: to what
extent are the notions of a family of similar systems and that cif a dimensionally
invariant function the same? An answer is formulated as:
THEOREM 3. IfS is a farni/y of sirnl'lar systems, then S satisjies a dinzerzsio~lally
irzvariant law ( A g). Conversely, f f is a dime~sionnllyinvariant fzinction, then Sf is
a family of similar systems. If S = Sf, then g de$ned by g(SJ = q is a one-to-one
system measure.
Proof. Suppose that S is a family of similar systems on P
E (Re")' and a E Re, define

=

X:=,

Pt. For

x, y

Ht is easy to see that under these definitions (Re+)' is a mlultiplicative vector space
over the reals. Any similarity is, by Eq. 2, a point in this space. Thus, SG(S) is
contained in a subspace of minimal dimension, say, r - t. If we select, as we may,
the first r - t components as independent, then there exist real p,,, i = r - f + 1,
. . . , r, j = 1, . . . , r - t, such that for $ E SG(S),

For j

=

1,. . . , t, define

Now, we have, for each j

=

1, . . . , t,

$~SG(S)implies$,-,+j= n',=t14/'kor-t+j.k,j = I,
iff 1 = $,.-t+j
$k-or-t+f,k
iff $ E SG(Q).

..., t

The conclusion follows by Theorem 2.
Conversely, as we showed prior to Theorem 2, Sf is a family of similar systems
when f is dimensionally invariant.
It is trivial that g is one-to-one, and it is a system measure because
g4(S,)

=

s S ~=, 4(4) = gbg(Sq)-

Q.E.D.
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I do not know of any interesting characterization of those similar systems that
have one-to-one system measures. The question is of considerable importance
because, in practice, the one-to-one case appears to arise in those laws that include
no universal constants.
7. Relations to Causey's Theory. The ideas we have just presented modify those of
Causey [3], [4]; I shall attempt to sketch the relations. The most obvious difference
is the restriction imposed on the function g. It will be recalled that we have required
g+ = +g. To state Causey's condition, we must have a little notation. Suppose
q E Q and a, j3 E (Re+)t, then we define ccq = (al * q,, . . . , at a q,), (aq)(j3q) =
(ccj3)q and (aq)-I = a-'q. Using these definitions, a one-to-one function g: S -t Q
is called aproportiorzalrepresenting measure provided that, for all S, E S, i = 1,2,3,4,

iff there exists a similarity such that S, = #(S2), S3 = 4(S4). Note that g is assumed
to be one-to-one.
Our last result shows that the concept of a system measure is stronger than that
of a proportional representing measure.
THEOREM 4. A one-to-one system measure is a proportional representing measure,
but not corzversely.
Proof. Let g be a one-to-one system measure on S. Suppose that S, E S and
S, = +,(So), i = 1,2, 3,4. If there exists 4 such that S, = #(S2) and S3= 4(S4),
then

Conversely, g(S,)g(S,) - l

=

g(S3)g(S4) implies

+

and so [#,#2-1]-1#3$,-1 = E SG(Q). Therefore, g$(S) = #g(S) = g(S). But g
is one-to-one, so #(S) = S, i.e. $ E SG(S). Let 4 =
then +,+,- =
whence

++,

To produce an example of a proportional representing measure that is not a
system measure, consider any family of similar systems S, defined in independent
positive dimensions P,, . . . , P7,for which there is a one-to-one system measure g
into Xf;=,Q j = Q. Let P = [p,,] # 0 be the r x t matrix describing the dependence of the Q, on the Pi (Eq. 2). Let T be any nonsingular t x t matrix for which
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T + I is also nonsingular. Let C = [aij] = P(T + 4). For some q E Q and SoE S,
define h from S into Q as follows: for S = +(So),

First, h is a well-defined function. For suppose S = $(So) = $'(So), then
E SG(S) = SG(Q) (because, by assumption, S has a one-to-one system
measure and Theorem 2). Thus,
t j

= #-I$'

and so it is sufficient to showy, =
If we let x = (. . . , l o g $i,. . .),
yj

=

I, j

=

nTZ1

l/IEoij

=

I,j

=

1 , . . . , t.

1,. . . ,t, iff 0 = .YE= x P ( T + I )
iff 0 = xP (since T I is nonsingular)
iff
= 1
iff # E SG(Q) = SG(S) (a one-to-one system
measure exists).

n;=l#/a~

+

Second, h is one-to-one. For suppose S = +(So), S' = $'(So), and h(S) = h(S').
Clearly, there exist real $i such that 4: = #&, and so from h(S) = h(S1) we conclude I7;=,#,":> = 1 which, as we have just shown, is equivalent to $ E SG(S), hence
S = St.
Third, h is not a system measure. If it were, then for any similarity 4,h$ = $h
implies

As above, x P = x3 = x P ( T + I), and so x P T = 0. S i ~ c T
e i s nonsingular and this
holds for all x, it follows that Y = 0, which is impossible. So h is not a system
measure.
Fourth, h is a proportional representing measure. Let Si = #(i)(So),i = 1, . . . ,4
and suppose that there exists a similarity $ such that S, = $(S,) and S, = $(S4).
Thus, $(I) = $ # ( 2 ) and
=
Observe that

Conversely, suppose this last property holds. Thus, h(Sl)h(S,)-1h(S,)-1h(S4)
= y,
and so

where
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Taking logarithms,

c;=,(log
Since C = P(T

&)ffij

= 0.

+ I)and T c I i s nonsingular, P and C have the same null space, so

+,

So the similarity gl, defined by #,, . . . , is in SG(Q) = SG(S).
Define the similarity $ by $i= glri(1)/#i(2), i = 1, . . . , I', and note that
#1(3)/#14).
Therefore

=

and

S,

=

*(3)(So)= #(4)$#-1(S,)

=

$#(4)(S0)= $(S4).

Q.E.D.

Given that a system measure is a more restrictive concept than that of a proportional representing measure (Theorem 4), given that they are both intended to
play the same role in formulating physical laws (see Theorem 2), and assuming that
the above proofs are correct, then one is led to conclude either that Causey's paper
includes an error3 or that he is employing a definition of dimensional invariance
different from Whitney's (Def. 2), which is widely conceded to correspond to the
one used in applications of dimensional analysis (see Theorem 1).
Let me confess my great difriculties in understanding Causey on this and my
uncertainty as to exactly what his paper says. Initially I was convinced that he intended the usual definition of dimensional invariance and that he had made an
error. A referee has kindly pointed out that I was probably wrong and that Causey
really intended a somewhat different notion of invariance. Specifically he suggests
the following (in our notation). Causey proved that any proportio~lalrepresenting
function g has the property that, for every similarity 4, there is a function 4' (called
a dimensional function) from Q into Q such that g4 = +'g. Note that 4' depends
both on 4 and on g. Now, f is a dimensionally invariant law of a family of similar
systems with a proportional representing function g iff, for all p E P, q E Q,
f ( p , q)

== 0 iff,

for all similarities 4, f [$(p), 4'(q)]

=

0.

Perhaps that is what Causey meant. It certainly does not seem obvious from the
definition given in [4], p. 255, and by making the effect of the similarity on Q depend
on the family in question, it surely is an idiosyncratic concept of dimensional
invariance.
If there is an error, it lies in the comment in 141, p. 268, "Thus, comparison of (8) with (2)
shows that the law of C is indeed dimensionally invariant in the customary way". The difficulty
is that the definition of dimensional invariance (ibid,p. 255) includes a matrix D, which describes
the effect of a similarity on dependent dimensions. Since there is no comment to the contrary,
one assumes that D is characteristic of the dimensions, and in no way is affected by the law in
question. This is certainly the case in dimensional analysis. By contrast, the expression derived
in Eq. 8 includes a matrix that explicitly depends upon the proportional representing measure
(see text below).
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